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RETHINKING AUSTRALIAN WATER LAW AND GOVERNANCE: SUCCESSES, CHALLENGES AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Australia has been a world leader in water law and governance reform. However, after 20 years of progress, water is quickly slipping from the national agenda. Despite many remaining implementation challenges and drought risks, there has been little detailed intergovernmental direction about the “next steps” in Australia’s water strategy. At this critical juncture, this Special Issue brings together leading water law and governance scholars and practitioners to contribute new lines of vision to Australian water governance as we move forward into the 21st century. This introductory article sets the scene for the Special Issue by outlining the key building blocks of Australia’s water governance system, before laying out the key questions explored in the subsequent eight articles, namely: How far has Australia come with the National Water Initiative? Is the current governance system a sufficient model capable of broader application to meet future water challenges and a sustainable future? And what fundamental reforms and changes might be required and what other credible water governance and policy alternatives might be available? The article concludes by summarising and synthesising the issues around four key policy parameters, namely: markets; participation; groundwater and policy mixes; and developing northern Australia.

INTRODUCTION

The 2015 United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals acknowledge the critical importance of water and its sustainable management for humanity and the planet’s biosphere.¹ In 2016, the World Economic Forum also listed water crises as the third most impactful risk globally, noting “the imperative of improved water governance”.² With an ever-increasing global population, decreasing availability of freshwater supplies, and a changing climate, it is clear that new and more effective law and governance approaches are needed to ensure the adequacy, accessibility and quality of this essential resource. However, designing and implementing successful water law and governance is not easy.

Traditionally, Australia governed agriculture’s water use under a common law system of rights. However, beginning in the late 1800s, Australian States progressively centralised governance arrangements, vesting control over water in the Crown and abolishing or displacing common law rights with a legislative system of water licensing.³ This was consistent with Australia’s federalist history, where the States played a key role in governing natural resources.

As with most top-down approaches to law and policy, the States’ legislative regimes relied on government knowledge and capacity to assess water conditions (namely availability, less so sustainability) and administer water licences to farmers (and other users). Perhaps predictably, these governance demands placed a heavy burden on State governments. The many uncertainties associated with changing hydrological and hydrogeological systems, the unique local characteristics of surface and groundwater catchments, the competing demands of production and the environment, and the diversity in rural water users and uses all challenged the capacities and knowledge of the State government centred model. As a result, State agencies allocated many more water access rights to water users than were environmentally sustainable.4

By the end of the 1980s, it was clear that a radically different governance approach was needed. A nationally agreed water framework was accordingly developed through the Council of Australian Governments (COAG).5 Spurred by a growing recognition of the concept of “sustainability”,6 this framework coincided with the rise of market-based instruments as an environmental policy tool,7 and the view that combining Commonwealth and State government programs would be the most efficient and effective way to govern Australia’s environment.8

Commencing in 1994, the COAG water reforms have evolved into a hybrid governance system known as the National Water Initiative (NWI). The NWI involves three key pillars: top-down regulation (hierarchy); catchment water planning with stakeholder consultation (place-based collaboration); and water trading (the separation of land and water rights and establishing a cap and trade scheme for delivering public outcomes).9 This approach is considered to be world leading,10 and has been the subject of comprehensive research, eg under the headings of multilevel governance,11 federalism,12 adaptive management,13 water management14 and economics.15

Yet despite over two decades of reforms and academic research, sustainable water management remains an elusive goal.16 Although Australia has designed cutting-edge governance approaches, implementation has been slow and these reforms are only now beginning to mature. There is accordingly a need to both test and build on identified insights, while also examining the many
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understudied legal and governance challenges and innovations that have arisen in recent years. These include: implementing the Basin Plan 2012 (Cth), managing environmental water and water holders; clarifying, regulating and enforcing water rights and trade; re-engaging communities and stakeholders, including Indigenous interests, who have often been marginalised by the pace and impact of the reforms; managing the water related impacts of mining and coal seam gas extraction; and delivering social, ecological and environmental objectives while curbing water overuse and over-allocation. Each of these issues has prompted recent innovations in law and governance, and there are many lessons to learn from what works, what does not, and why.

For the Australian water law community, it is also increasingly unclear how resilient the NWI will be in the face of shifting political agendas, growing complexity, reform fatigue, shrinking public resources at State levels, and the recent abolition of the independent oversight body known as the National Water Commission.\(^ {17}\) And yet it is paramount that Australia maintain “good” water law and governance given the next few decades will see major increases in Australia’s population, food and mining/gas production (all dependent on water), as well as likely water scarcity due to droughts and climate change.\(^ {18}\) Further, even if support for the NWI were to continue, it is likely that major law and policy reforms will still be needed if the Commonwealth’s White Paper vision of developing northern Australia’s water resources is to be fully realised.\(^ {19}\)

At this critical juncture, it is both significant and timely to examine the achievements, challenges and future direction of Australia’s water reforms. This Special Issue of the *Environmental and Planning Law Journal* brings together leading water law and governance scholars and practitioners to contribute new lines of vision to the analysis of water law and governance as we move forward into the 21st century. The key themes of this special issue circulate around a series of questions, namely:

1. How far has Australia come with the National Water Initiative? What has it achieved and what barriers did it face?
2. Is the current governance system a sufficient model capable of broader application to meet future water challenges and a sustainable future?
3. What fundamental reforms and changes might be required and what other credible water governance and policy alternatives might be available?

The above questions/issues are addressed in the following eight articles. In a single issue of this size, we clearly cannot cover every aspect of Australia’s 20-plus years of water reform (eg urban issues are not discussed in detail).\(^ {20}\) However, collectively, the articles provide a basis for analysing many of Australia’s key water governance successes and challenges, and, in so doing, articulate a view of future water reforms that can be applied to both theory and practice. This introduction to the Special Issue provides a brief overview of each article, after briefly setting the scene by outlining the background and key building blocks of Australia’s water governance system.

**WATER GOVERNANCE: BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW**

Under the 1994 COAG reforms, intergovernmental action was taken to arrest widespread water resource degradation.\(^ {21}\) Supported by the National Competition Policy and Related Reforms, they set out aspirations for significant market-based approaches, and new institutional and administrative arrangements and decision-making processes. This included State and Territory governments implementing nationally agreed goals regarding cap and trade water markets (eg “systems of water allocations or entitlements”, “separation of water property rights from land title”, and “the allocation
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of water to the environment’’), place-based water management (eg “an integrated catchment management approach”) and collaboration (eg “consult with the representatives of local government and the wider community in individual catchments”). The reforms also encouraged periodic monitoring and peer review of State and Territory governments, with ministerial councils reporting annually to COAG on “progress in implementing the various initiatives and reforms”.

The COAG water reforms had the potential to be undermined by constitutional conflicts and State governments being unwilling to support the national reforms. As such, the Commonwealth used the National Competition Policy and Related Reforms to impose accountability on the States – this included using financial incentives to the States for successfully meeting implementation goals. The accountability mechanisms were overseen by an independent advisory body, the National Competition Council.

While there was progress implementing these reforms (in particular, separating land and water rights), overall it was slower than expected. Indeed, by the time the competition payments had ended, there was significant remaining work to be done. There are several possible reasons for this, including its national scale, the complexity of the reforms (eg identifying place based catchment boundaries, setting numerous catchment based caps), and the agricultural sector’s intense political pressure against water allocation reductions at a time when rainfall was limited by the Millennium Drought.

Confronting extreme drought conditions, a subsequent 2004 National Water Initiative Intergovernmental Agreement between the States, Territories and Commonwealth was developed. The NWI consolidated the 1994 reforms and extended their aspirations for cap and trade market-based systems, regulation, place-based approaches, collaboration, and continuous monitoring and improvement. Crucially, it aimed to embed a nationally-compatible water market, progressively removing barriers to water trading, facilitating efficient water use and addressing structural adjustment issues. The NWI reforms also aimed to recognise the connectivity between surface and groundwater resources, return over-allocated or overused systems to environmentally sustainable levels of extraction through encouraging the development and finalisation of placed-based statutory water allocation plans, and making statutory provision for environmental and other public benefit outcomes.

Under the NWI, State and Territory governments maintained significant discretion in pursuing goals. For example, with respect to place-based water planning, States were to “determine whether a plan is prepared, what area it should cover, the level of detail required, its duration or frequency of review, and the amount of resources devoted to its preparation based on an assessment of the level of development of water systems, projected future consumptive demand and the risks of not having a detailed plan”.
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Collaboration and stakeholder participation was an explicit goal of the NWI, with “community partnerships” and “engaging water users and other stakeholders in achieving [NWI] objectives” identified as key reform outcomes. This was to be achieved through transparency and open and timely consultation with all stakeholders throughout plan development and review. These approaches sought to encourage trust and buy-in by facilitating public participation in developing local governance responses. One core aim was to identify appropriate responses to address the impacts of water cutbacks. However, while “governments and the community” were to determine water management and allocation decisions, the NWI goals of stakeholder participation initially fell well short. Rather, the government remained the final arbiter and was to “consult” and make “judgements informed by best available science, socio-economic analysis and community input”.

Another key feature of the NWI was to embed monitoring and continuous improvement. This involved a range of reforms (eg benchmarking pricing and service quality of water delivery agencies). In particular, there were three key developments. First, there was a commitment to “water resource accounting” and to ensuring “adequate measurement, monitoring and reporting systems are in place in all jurisdictions”. Second, at the local level, plans and water access entitlements were to implement continuous monitoring and improvement systems in the form of “adaptive management” (eg regular public reports to help water users and governments to manage risk, and to provide early indications of possible changes to water management decisions).

Third, and perhaps most innovatively, the NWI agreed to establish a National Water Commission (NWC). The NWC was an independent body whose commissioners were nominated by the States, Territories and Commonwealth government to provide a skills-based national perspective that assisted with the effective implementation of the NWI. In the absence of the national competition payments and National Competition Council, which ended their roles in water in 2005, the NWC was given responsibility for key monitoring, improvement and innovation roles, including: undertaking a baseline assessment of the water resource and governance arrangements; accrediting and assessing State implementation plans; developing and revising performance indicators for the NWI; and conducting publicly available assessments on progress with the NWI Agreement. Taken together, these NWC roles approximate what some experimentalists have called a “new central body” that reduced the costs of information flows, fostered opportunities for benchmarking and accountability processes and facilitated horizontal diffusion of best practice and continual improvements.
THE FUTURE OF WATER REFORM

With this comprehensive policy and institutional architecture in place, Australia spent the last 12 years implementing the NWI. While there were subsequent policy adjustments and interventions (e.g., National Plan for Water Security, the Water Act 2007 (Cth), the Basin Plan 2012 (Cth), the “water trigger” under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cth) and the abolition of the NWC), the key policy components, namely cap and trade schemes, collaboration and place-based planning, monitoring and accounting and regulation, have remained essentially intact. Although there has been substantial progress in delivering its goals, the extent of success over time may be limited by failures in both design and implementation. Indeed, there is scant evidence that governments and policymakers are seeking to advance the water reform agenda. Since the passing of the Basin Plan and the breaking of the Millennium Drought, there has been little detailed intergovernmental policy development for future reforms of Australia’s water law and governance (other than infrastructure investment/loans and proposals to develop northern Australia). The risk is that Australia may have “dropped the ball on water” reform just as we confront the challenges of a changing climate. As the Wentworth Group of Concerned Scientists stated in 2014, “it appears Australian governments are walking away from strategic water reform at the very time when we should be preparing for the next inevitable drought.”

In response to this policy inertia, the Faculty of Law and the Connected Waters Initiative Research Centre at UNSW Australia hosted a group of water law specialists in December 2015. The purpose was to consider key successes and limits of Australia’s hybrid water governance system, and, crucially, to explore how best to steer water governance towards a more sustainable future path. At the conclusion of the workshop, a broad consensus emerged that although Australia has come a long way in water management under the NWI, the design and implementation of this national reform does not appear sufficient to meet future water challenges. Further reforms and changes will be required.

This Special Issue brings together selected articles that critically evaluate and identify law and governance reforms across key policy parameters, including: markets (e.g., property and regulating cap and trade instruments); participation (e.g., new litigation pathways and collaborative environmental water transactions); groundwater and policy mixes (e.g., enhancing adaptive capacity and managing cumulative impacts); and developing northern Australia (e.g., infrastructure, strategic planning and engagement of Indigenous peoples).

The first two articles address the defining feature of Australia’s water reforms, the market. Under COAG and the NWI, the existence of property rights in water was a necessary precondition to Australia’s market trading. In Gray and Lee’s article “National Water Initiative Styled Water Entitlements as Property: Legal and Practical Perspectives”, the authors explore whether this proprietary paradigm is an appropriate and effective tool of modern water governance. Whether NWI styled water entitlements are “property” is arguably an overlooked issue. However, as Gray and Lee point out, this has major consequences for future policy, valuation, tax, investment, trusts and constitutional claims under s 51(xxxi) of the Australian Constitution. Such concerns, it is argued, will be pertinent if market-based entitlements and trading is ever dismantled (as has occurred in a number
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of foreign examples they explore). Their contribution, then, is to sound a warning bell for policymakers, and to call for greater clarification of the status of water entitlements as de facto property rights.

The next article shifts our attention from the foundations of Australia’s market system to its implementation and governance. Holley and Sinclair’s “Governing Water Markets: Achievements, Limitations and the Need for Regulatory Reform” empirically evaluates Australia’s cap and trade water market scheme, focusing on areas that have received little critical attention to date, including compliance and enforcement, water monitoring, and the effectiveness of trading. Their findings point to key achievements of the trading system (e.g., flexible responses to droughts), but also identify several fundamental flaws. While they recommend market governance reforms to address these flaws, they also argue that a number of policy weaknesses (e.g., in areas of groundwater) will require policymakers to look beyond markets to embrace complementary regulatory tools to ensure Australia’s future water security and sustainability.

Alongside the development of the water markets, another key (but arguably more vexing) feature of Australia’s water governance framework is community and stakeholder participation. Participatory goals have been central to integrated water management and water planning processes for many decades. Yet, these mechanisms have often fallen short of their participatory aspirations. The next two articles, accordingly, take a “wide angled” view of participation to identify promising points of public input into water law and governance.

In “Public Participation, Litigation and Adjudicative Procedure in Water Resources Management”, Lindsay argues that the NWI embraces (albeit unevenly) a trichotomy of participation: economic actors in the market; consultation via planning; and indigenous engagement (through co-management, planning and accommodation of native title). However, for Lindsay, Australia’s water reforms are missing a fourth participatory option, namely litigation and adjudicative processes, which enable communities to exercise power in decisions, policy-making and norm-setting. While Lindsay acknowledges that litigious tools will require substantial legal reforms, the article identifies a number of promising future reform directions, including issues of standing, information, inquiries and hearings and substantive law and drafting.

Participation via the market is a subject taken up by Owens in her paper “Reimagining Water Buybacks in Australia: Non-governmental Organisations, Complementary Initiatives and Private Capital”. According to Owens, water buybacks have traditionally been the domain of State and federal government purchases to facilitate environmental water recovery under the 2004 National Water Initiative and Water Act 2007 (Cth). As Owens points out, the novelty of this mechanism has been met with an equal measure of resistance, particularly from irrigation communities, resulting in policy shifts toward infrastructure upgrades and capping buybacks. Solving this conundrum, Owens argues, will require realigning our environmental water policy settings from a largely government-led process to one that involves a more flexible mix of competition and collaboration between government and non-governmental actors. Far from some idealised aspiration, Owens catches glimpses of participatory market transactions in the activities of water trusts and the Murray-Darling Basin Balanced Water Fund. These are experiences, she argues, which suggest a pathway to “environmental entrepreneurship” and the development of new and more innovative approaches to restoring environmental flows.

Related to the issues of participation and markets (and their interaction) is the concept of regulatory pluralism (or Smart Regulation).\(^{57}\) Smart Regulation is increasingly resonating with water governance practitioners and scholars.\(^{58}\) Its central normative argument is that, in the majority of circumstances, the use of multiple (and complementary) rather than single policy instruments, and a broader range of regulatory actors, can and should be used to produce better regulation outcomes.\(^{59}\) The influence of this concept is evident in the next two articles which analyse Australia’s mix of approaches to water governance, with a particular focus on the often overlooked issue of groundwater.

Nelson’s paper, “Broadening Regulatory Concepts and Responses to Cumulative Impacts: Considering The Trajectory and Future Of Groundwater Law And Policy”, examines cumulative impacts on groundwater sources.\(^{60}\) With the rising expansion of mining, gas and agriculture, such cumulative impacts are a growing concern.\(^{61}\) Nelson maps the trajectory of groundwater law and policy in Australia regarding cumulative impacts, and ties her analysis to broader concepts from the environmental assessment literature. While statutory water plans are often considered the primary means of addressing cumulative impacts, Nelson’s review of national, State and interstate water law and policy identifies a broader policy mix of instruments for dealing with them, including: incentive-based infrastructure measures; State-based rules for licensing individual groundwater extractions; and project-level environmental approvals and associated plans, such as the “water trigger”. Reflecting on each mechanism, Nelson identifies key remaining challenges, and sets out an important research and reform agenda for managing cumulative impacts on groundwater.

Groundwater is also singled out for special attention by Cosens in her article “Water Law Reform in the Face of Climate Change: Learning from Drought in Australia and the Western United States.”\(^{62}\) This article offers a unique comparison of Australia and the western United States to consider comparative lessons on how best to combine governance approaches to flexibly respond to long-term climate change. Cosens identifies a toolbox of three water governance approaches (marketable private property, government regulation, and local self-organization), and explores the different combination of approaches chosen by Australia and the western United States for water law reform. The subsequent analysis and recommendations point to pathways for both Australia and the United States to combine and move between these three approaches so as to maximise adaptive capacity in the face of droughts, floods and climate change.

The final two articles conclude this Special Issue by turning our gaze to the horizon of Australia’s water reforms, in particular, the (re)emerging interest in infrastructure investment and development of northern Australia’s water resources. The dominance of southern Australia, and particularly the Murray-Darling Basin, in driving water reform and the academic literature makes the consideration of policy developments in northern Australia a much-needed contribution to Australia’s future water law and governance debate.

Martin’s “Creating the Next Generation of Water Governance” evaluates Australia’s history of policy cycles and sifts through what should be kept and what discarded for the next generation of effective, efficient and fair system of water governance.\(^{63}\) As such, he focuses on a governance regime


to accommodate renewed interest in infrastructure development and proposals for substantial investment in the north. Martin contends that legislation for the north will need to address large and complex challenges, including: balancing requirements of national policies, State and federal objectives and strategies, and international commitments; clearly specifying social objectives, and the mechanisms to achieve them; ensuring Aboriginal people share decision-making authority about the process and its objectives; and establishing processes for identifying community non-economic values and deciding how they will be given effect.

Complementing Martin’s paper, O’Neill, Godden, Macpherson and O’Donnell also examine northern Australia in “Australia, Wet or Dry, North or South: Addressing Environmental Impacts and the Exclusion of Aboriginal Peoples in Northern Water Development”.64 Their examination of the history of Australian water resource management identifies engineering and technical “solutions” as dominating Australia’s policy imagination, often to the detriment and exclusion of other policy considerations. As such, they argue for a greater recognition of alternative ideas and approaches, namely redressing the historical and current exclusion of Indigenous water rights, and embedding environmental values in strategic water planning.

In summary, this Special Issue looks into the past of Australia’s water reforms and projects forward to reimagine and re-engage with Australia’s water governance future. Each article highlights significant achievements and opportunities under the NWI, but all conclude that we need to build on existing successes by enacting new reforms to steer Australia’s water toward a sustainable future. Key reforms and issues for policy attention include: embedding a better regulatory underpinning for the water market; extending monitoring and water accounting; using alternatives to the market, especially for managing groundwater; enhancing water recovery efforts by opening up collaboration between government and non-governmental actors; resolving whether water entitlements are, in fact, property; developing new systems and tools for dealing with cumulative impacts; improving models of litigation and adjudication to extend participation in water governance; ensuring full recognition of Indigenous interests; clearly specifying social objectives, and the mechanisms to achieve them; and implementing strategic planning with environmental values. These areas will be central to improving Australia’s approach to managing water and we hope this Special Issue has helped to encourage new energy and greater attention to the vital “next steps” in Australia’s water reform journey.65
